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Abstract: A semi-analytic approach is developed for dealing with the tau-lepton flux

emerging from the Earth, induced by the incident high energy tau neutrinos interacting

inside the Earth for 105 ≤ Eν/GeV ≤ 1010. We obtain results for the energy dependence
of the tau-lepton flux coming from the Earth-skimming neutrinos due to the neutrino-

nucleon charged-current interaction. We illustrate our results for several anticipated high

energy astrophysical neutrino sources such as the AGNs, the GRBs, and the GZK neutrino

fluxes. The tau lepton fluxes resulting from rock-skimming and ocean-skimming neutrinos

are compared. Such comparisons might render useful information for the spectral indices

of incident neutrino fluxes.

1. Introduction

To detect the high energy neutrinos (Eν > 10
5 GeV) is crucial to identify the extreme

energy sources in the Universe, and possibly to unveil the puzzle of cosmic rays with
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energy above the GZK cutoff[1]. These proposed scientific aims are well beyond the scope

of the conventional high energy gamma-ray astronomy. Because of the expected small flux

of the high energy neutrinos, large scale detectors (≥ 1 km2) are required to obtain the
first evidence.

The air showers caused by the charged leptons produced from the neutrino-nucleon

scatterings taking place inside the Earth or in the air can be identified by the Cherenkov

or the fluorescence detectors. It thus include the possibility of detection of quasi horizontal

incident neutrinos which are also referred to as the Earth-skimming neutrinos. These

neutrinos are considered to interact below the horizon of an Earth based surface detector.

To Measure the Earth-skimming neutrinos is proposed only recently[2]. The Pierre

Auger observatory group has simulated the anticipated detection of the air-showers from the

decays of τ leptons[3]. The tau air-shower event rates resulting from the Earth-skimming

tau neutrinos for different high energy neutrino telescopes are given in[4]. A Monte-Carlo

study of tau air-shower event rate was also reported not long ago[5]. We note that Ref.[4]

does not consider the tau-lepton energy distribution in the ντ -nucleon scattering, and only

the incident tau neutrinos with energies greater than 108 GeV are considered. For Ref.[5],

we note that only the sum of tau air-shower event rates arising from different directions is

given. Hence some of the events may be due to tau-leptons/neutrinos traversing a large

distance. As a result, it is not possible to identify the source of tau-neutrino flux even with

the observation of tau-lepton induced air-shower.

In this work, we shall focus on the high energy Earth-skimming neutrinos and shall cal-

culate the energy spectrum of their induced tau-leptons, taking into account the inelasticity

of neutrino-nucleon scatterings and the tau-lepton energy loss in detail. Our work dif-

fers from Ref.[5] by our emphasis on the Earth-skimming neutrinos. We shall present our

results in the form of outgoing tau-lepton spectra for different distances inside the rock,

instead of integrating the energy spectra. As will be demonstrated, such spectra are in-

sensitive to the distances traversed by the Earth-skimming ντ and τ . They are essentially

determined by the tau lepton range. Because of this characteristic feature, our results

are useful for setting up simulations with specifically chosen air-shower content detection

strategy, such as detection of the Cherenkov radiation or the air fluorescence. Our results

are also beneficial for the coherent Cherenkov radio emission measurement detectors such

as the Radio Ice Cherenkov Experiment (RICE)[6] and the upcoming ANtarctic Impulsive

Transient Array (ANITA)[7].

We start with our semi-analytic description in Section II and III. The transport equa-

tions governing the evolutions of neutrino and tau-lepton fluxes will be derived. In Sec-

tion IV, we summarize our main results, namely the tau-lepton energy spectra due to

neutrino-nucleon scatterings. The implications of our results will be discussed here also.

In particular, we shall point out that the ratio of tau-lepton flux induced by rock-skimming

neutrinos to that induced by ocean-skimming neutrinos is sensitive to the spectral index

of the incident tau-neutrino flux. The summary will be given in Section V.
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2. The tau lepton energy spectrum

Considering only the neutrino-nucleon scatterings, the transport equations for tau neutrinos

and tau leptons can be written as

∂Fντ (E,X)

∂X
= −Fντ (E,X)

λντ (E)
+ nN

3∑
i=1

∫ yimax
yimin

dy

1− yFi(Ey,X)
dσiν
dy
(y,Ey), (2.1)

and

∂Fτ (E,X)

∂X
= −Fτ (E,X)

λccτ (E)
− Fτ (E,X)
ρdτ (E)

+
∂ [(α(E) + β(E)E)Fτ (E,X)]

∂E

+ nN

∫ ymax
ymin

dy

1− yFντ (Ey,X)
dσντN→τY
dy

(y,Ey), (2.2)

where nN the number of target nucleons per unit medium mass, and ρ is the mass density

of the medium. The σ1,2,3ν are defined as σ(ντ +N → ντ + Y ), Γ(τ → ντ + Y )/cρnN , and
σ(τ +N → ντ + Y ) respectively. The quantity X represents the slant depth traversed by
the particles, i.e., the amount of medium per unit area traversed by the particle (and thus

in units of g/cm2). The λν , dτ , and λ
CC
τ represent the ντ interaction thickness, the tau-

lepton decay length, and the tau-lepton charged-current interaction thickness respectively,

with, say, λν = 1/(nNσνN ) and dτ = cττE/mτ . The Ey is equal to E/(1 − y), where y is
the inelasticity of neutrino-nucleon scatterings, such that the initial and final-state particle

energies in the differential cross sections dσiν(y,Ey)/dy and dσντN→τY (y,Ey)/dy are E/(1−
y) and E respectively. The limits for y, yimin and y

i
max depend on the kinematics of each

process. Finally, the energy-loss coefficients α(E) and β(E) are defined by −dE/dX =
α(E) + β(E)E with E the energy being the tau lepton. An equation similar to Eq. (2.2)

in the context of atmospheric muons was found in Ref.[8].

Before solving the above coupled transport equations, it is essential to know the energy-

loss coefficients α(E) and β(E). As pointed out before[9], the coefficient α(E) is due to the

energy loss by the ionization[10], while β(E) is contributed by the bremsstrahlung[11], the

e+e− pair production[12] and the photo-nuclear processes[9, 13]. It is understood that the
contribution by α(E) becomes unimportant for E ≥ 105 GeV. The coefficient β(E) can be
parameterized as β(E) = (1.6 + 6(E/109GeV)0.2) × 10−7g−1cm2 in the standard rock for
105 ≤ E/GeV ≤ 1012.
The tau-lepton flux can then be calculated from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) once the incoming

ντ flux is given. The ντ flux can be obtained by the following ansatz[14]:

Fντ (E,X) = Fντ (E, 0) exp

(
− X

Λν(E,X)

)
, (2.3)

where Λν(E,X) ≡ λν(E)/ (1− Zν(E,X)), with the factor Zν(E,X) arising from the re-
generation effect of the ντ flux. On the other hand, the tau-lepton flux is given by

Fτ (E,X) =

∫ X
0
dTGν(Ē, T )

× exp
[∫ X
T

dT ′
(
γ′(Ē)− 1

ρdτ (Ē)
− 1

λccτ (Ē)

)]
, (2.4)
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with Ē ≡ Ē(X − T ;E), and

Gν(E,X) = nN

∫ ymax
ymin

dy

1− yFν(Ey,X)
dσντN→τY
dy

(y,Ey). (2.5)

It is easy to see that the factor Zν(E,X) enters into the expression for Fτ (E,X) through

the function Gν(E,X). Similarly, Zν(E,X) also depends on Fτ (E,X). It is possible to

solve for Zν(E,X) and Fτ (E,X) simultaneously by the iteration method[14].

3. Tau lepton range

To obtain the tau-lepton range by our semi-analytic approach, we rewrite Eq. (2.2) by

dropping the neutrino term, i.e.,

∂Fτ (E,X)

∂X
= −Fτ (E,X)

λccτ (E)
− Fτ (E,X)
ρdτ (E)

+
∂ [γ(E)Fτ (E,X)]

∂E
, (3.1)

with γ(E) ≡ α(E) + β(E)E. One can easily solve it for Fτ (E,X):

Fτ (E,X) = Fτ (Ē, 0) exp

[∫ X
0
dT

(
γ′(Ē)− 1

ρdτ (Ē)
− 1

λccτ (Ē)

)]
, (3.2)

where Ē ≡ Ē(X;E) with dĒ/dX = γ(Ē) and Ē(0;E) = E. To calculate the tau-lepton
range, we substitute Fτ (E, 0) = δ(E − E0). The survival probability P (E0,X) for a tau-
lepton with an initial energy E0 at X = 0 is

P (E0,X) =
γ(Ẽ0)

γ(E0)
exp

[∫ X
0
dT

(
γ′(Ẽ0)− 1

ρdτ (Ẽ0)
− 1

λccτ (Ẽ0)

)]
, (3.3)

where Ẽ0 ≡ Ẽ(X;E0) with dẼ0/dX = −γ(Ẽ0) and Ẽ0(0;E0) = E0. The tau-lepton range
is simply

Rτ (E0) =

∫ ∞
0
dXP (E0,X). (3.4)

For E0 = 10
9 GeV, we find that Rτ = 10.8 km in the standard rock (Z = 11, A = 22)

while Rτ = 5.0 km in the iron. Both values are in good agreement with those obtained

by Monte-Carlo calculations[9]. To compare the tau-lepton ranges, we have followed the

convention in Ref. [9] by requiring the final tau-lepton energy Ẽ(X;E0) to be greater than

50 GeV.

It is to be noted that we obtain Rτ by using the continuous tau-lepton energy-loss

approach, rather than stochastic approach adopted in Ref.[9]. In the muon case, the

continuous approach to the muon energy loss is known to overestimate the muon range[15].

Such an overestimate is not significant in the tau-lepton case, because of the decay term in

Eq. (3.3). In fact, tau lepton decay term dictates the tau range in the rock until Eτ ≥ 107
GeV. Even for Eτ > 10

7 GeV, the tau lepton range is still not entirely determined by the

tau-lepton energy loss. Hence different treatments on the tau-lepton energy loss do not

lead to large differences in the tau-lepton range, in contrast to the case for the muon range.

– 4 –
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Figure 1: The tau-lepton range in rock and in water using Eq.[3.4] and the tau-lepton decay length

dτ in km as a function of tau-lepton energy in GeV.

Our result for the tau-lepton range up to 1012 GeV are plotted in Fig. 1. This is an

extension of the result in Ref.[9], where the tau-lepton range is calculated only up to 109

GeV. Our extension is seen explicitly in the addition of charged-current scattering term

on the R.H.S. of Eq. (3.1). This term is necessary because 1/λCCτ becomes comparable to

1/ρdτ in the rock for E ≥ 1010 GeV; whereas one does not need to include the contribution
by the tau-lepton neutral-current scattering, since such a contribution can not compete

with the last term in Eq. (3.1) until E ≥ 1016 GeV[9]. We remark that our extended
results for Rτ are subject to the uncertainties of neutrino-nucleon scattering cross section

at high energies.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, we show the tau-lepton fluxes resulting from three kinds of diffuse astro-

physical neutrino fluxes: the AGN[16], the GRB[17] and the GZK[18] neutrino fluxes. In

these representative models, Fντ arises because of neutrino flavor mixing[19]. Our con-

vention for Fντ is that Fντ = dNντ /d(log10E) in the unit of cm
−2 s−1 sr−1. The same

convention is used for the outgoing tau lepton fluxes. For completeness, let us remark here

that the recent upper bound on diffuse astrophysical Fνµ (not Fντ ) from Antarctic Muon

And Neutrino Detector Array (AMANDA) B10 is of the order of ∼ 8.4 · 10−7 cm−2s−1
sr−1GeV for 6 · 103 ≤ Eν/GeV ≤ 106[20].
In Fig. 2 and 3, we show the outgoing tau-lepton energy spectra resulting from the

propagation of incident AGN and GRB neutrinos inside the rock (ρ = 2.65 g/cm3) for

X/ρ = 10 km, 100 km and 500 km respectively. It is interesting to see that the tau-lepton

energy spectra remain almost unchanged for the above three different slant depths/matter

– 5 –
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Figure 2: The tau-lepton energy spectrum induced by the AGN neutrinos in rock for three different

X/ρ ratio values. The incident tau-neutrino flux is shown by the thin solid line.
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Figure 3: The tau-lepton energy spectrum induced by the GRB neutrinos in rock for three different

X/ρ ratio values. The incident tau-neutrino flux is shown by the thin solid line.

density ratio values. This feature can be understood by two simple facts. First of all,

the neutrino-nucleon charged-current interaction length, which is related to the interaction

thickness by λCC = ρlCC, is given by lCC = 2 · 104 km (1 g/cm
3

ρ )( Eν
106GeV

)−0.363. Secondly,
the tau leptons, which eventually exit the Earth, ought to be produced within a tau-lepton-

range distance to the exit point. For a tau-lepton produced far away from the exit point,

it loses energy and decays before reaching to the exit point. Hence the tau-lepton flux

– 6 –
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is primarily determined by the ratio of tau-lepton range to the charged current neutrino-

nucleon interaction length. The total slant depth X which the tau-neutrino (tau-lepton)

traverses inside the Earth is then unimportant, unless X is large enough such that the tau

neutrino flux attenuates significantly before tau-neutrino is converted into the tau-lepton.

On the other hand, a slight suppression is found for the GZK case at Eτ > 10
9 GeV

as one increases X/ρ from 10 km to 500 km (see Fig. 4). This is because the typical GZK

tau neutrino flux peaks for energy range between 107 and 1010 GeV, which corresponds to

attenuation lengths ranging from 7, 800 km down to 640 km. One notices that 640 km is

rather close to the distance 500 km which we choose for X/ρ. Hence a slight suppression

on the tau-lepton flux occurs for X/ρ = 500 km. We have compared our AGN-type tau-
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Figure 4: The tau-lepton energy spectrum induced by the GZK neutrinos in rock for three different

X/ρ ratio values. The incident tau-neutrino flux is shown by the thin solid line.

lepton flux with that obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations, adopting stochastic approach

for the tau-lepton energy loss[21]. The two tau-lepton fluxes agree within ∼ 10%. This is
expected since the tau-lepton range obtained by the above two approaches agree well, as

pointed out before.

It is possible that the tau-neutrino skims through a part of the ocean in addition to the

Earth before exiting the interaction region[22]. Hence, it is desirable to compare the result-

ing tau-lepton fluxes as the tau neutrinos skim through mediums with different densities,

while the slant depths of mediums are held fixed as an example. As stated before, the tau-

lepton flux is essentially determined by the probability of ντN charged-current interaction

happening within a tau-lepton range. Furthermore, from Fig. 1, it is clear that the tau-

lepton range equals to the tau-lepton decay length for Eτ less than 10
7 GeV. One therefore

expects F rockτ (E,X)/Fwaterτ (E,X) = ρrock/ρwater for Eτ < 10
7 GeV. This is clearly seen

to be the case from Fig. 5, as we compare F rockτ with Fwaterτ (E,X) for X = 2.65 · 106
g/cm2. For Eτ > 10

7 GeV, the tau-lepton range has additional dependencies on the mass

– 7 –
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Figure 5: The ratio of Fτ in rock and water induced by the AGN, the GRB and the GZK neutrinos

for X = 2.65 · 106 g/cm2.

density and the atomic number of the medium. Hence the ratio F rockτ (E,X)/Fwaterτ (E,X)

starts deviating from ρrock/ρwater. It is worthwhile to mention that the tau-lepton flux

ratios for AGN and GRB cases behave rather similarly. On the other hand, the ratio in

the GZK case has a clear peak between 107.5 < E/GeV < 108.5. The appearance of this

peak has to do with the relatively flat behavior of the incident GZK neutrino spectrum,

while the position of this peak is related to the energy dependencies of the tau-lepton range

and the neutrino-nucleon scattering cross sections. We have confirmed our observations by

computing the flux ratios with simple power-law incident tau-neutrino fluxes. The above

peak in the tau-lepton flux ratio implies the suppression of tau-lepton events from ocean-

skimming neutrinos compared to those from rock-skimming neutrinos. As stated earlier,

the suppression of ocean-skimming neutrinos is related to the spectral index of the inci-

dent neutrino flux. It is therefore useful to perform a detailed simulation for it[23]. Such

a detailed study is needed because the slant depths traversed by the above two kinds of

neutrinos are generally different.

5. Summary

In summary, we have given a semi-analytic treatment on the problem of simultaneous

propagation of high energy tau neutrinos and tau leptons inside the Earth. Our treatment

explicitly takes into account the inelasticity of neutrino-nucleon scatterings as well as

the tau-lepton energy loss. We specifically considered the Earth-skimming situation and

provided detailed results for the energy dependencies of emerging tau-lepton fluxes resulting

from a few anticipated astrophysical neutrino fluxes. The effect of matter density on the

tau-lepton flux is also studied. Such an effect is found to be related to the spectrum index of

– 8 –
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incident neutrino flux. Our treatment thus provides a basis for a more complete and realistic

assessment of high-energy-neutrino flux measurements in the under-construction/planning

large neutrino telescopes.
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